
 

Stafflex Education:  

Procedures Following a Safeguarding Allegation / Concern 
 

Stafflex Education take Safeguarding children seriously and comply with relevant national 

and local requirements when managing any safeguarding allegations or concerns that we 

are made aware of. These procedures exist to protect children, ensure consistency with 

legislation and to protect both our employees and clients. 

 

These procedures will commence if Stafflex Education or a client believes that a Stafflex 

member of staff has:  

 

 behaved in a way that has harmed a child, or may have harmed a child; 

 possibly committed a criminal relevant offence or an offence against or related to a 

child; or 

 behaved towards a child or children in a way that indicates he or she may pose a risk 

of harm to children. 

 

Following the confirmation that a Safeguarding concern or allegation has been made and 

subsequently passed over to the Safeguarding Local Area Designated Officer (LADO), 

Stafflex Education will: 

 

 Assign the case to a designated Safeguarding Officer. 

 Contact the member of staff the concern or allegation relates to, to inform them of the 

allegation or concern. 

 Suspend the member of staff immediately until a safeguarding investigation has 

been concluded. At this stage, it is important to note that we won’t be able to discuss 

any details of the allegation or concern with the suspended member of staff until we 

have been given permission by the safeguarding LADO. No pay will be provided 

during this period of suspension other than any holiday pay that the individual may 

have accrued.   

 Co-operate with any 3rd parties that the LADO include in the investigation. This 

includes any police or social services involvement. Please note, if the Police or Social 

Services are involved in a concern or allegation, their investigation will commence 

prior to that of Stafflex Education’s. 

 Liaise with the client’s designated safeguarding officers and the Safeguarding LADO 

to complete a thorough investigation. This includes attending any managing 

allegations or strategy meetings and obtaining and assessing any evidence or 

statements. 

 Invite the member of staff to meet with our designated Safeguarding Officer to take a 

statement in response to the allegation or concern. Please note, you will be made 

aware of the details of the allegation at this stage. 

 Decide on an outcome of the investigation. Outcomes include: 

o Continued employment 

o Continued employment with necessary provisions (such as intervention, 

training or assignment restrictions) 

o Discontinued employment 

 Update involved 3rd parties of the outcome of the investigation for their records. 

 Offer support to the suspended member of staff. This includes a dedicated contact 

during the period of suspension who will keep the member of staff updated on the  



 

 

 

progress of the investigation (without discussing details of the allegation or concern) 

and support in contacting any unions (if applicable). 

 Only share information with parties involved in the investigation in line with both 

‘working together to safeguard children’ guidelines and the data protection act 

(1998.  

 Please note that if we remove an individual from regulated activity (or they have 

resigned before we would have), we are duty bound to refer the details of this to the 

DBS or NCTL (where necessary) for barring or restriction consideration. 


